Form Summary
Candidate's Name

LATRICIA LANIER

Completed by (if other than candidate)

LA LA

House District Number

1

Preferred Phone Number

248-993-8232

Preferred Email Address

lallanier52@yahoo.com

Verify Email Address

lallanier52@yahoo.com

Campaign Website

https://.www.facebook.com

Upload a photo/headshot of the
Candidate (optional)
Do you support setting a goal for
Michigan to transition to 100%
renewable electricity by 2050?

Yes

Do you support setting a goal for
Michigan to be carbon-neutral by 2050?
You may elaborate on your position
here:

Honestly! I don't think anyone will realize it by 2030 after or even be
around to notice any carbon climate changes due too' the significant
pollution that It will' cause, that will break down the immune systems!'
quick fast and in hurry! I am not agreeing or disagreeing on climate
changes of renewable energy because we definitely need that change
of Renewable energy and electricity however" anything has to do with
carbon is not a good thing' my opinion.

Would you support state general funds
or other state funding being directed to
programs that support communities
and workers most impacted by the
climate crisis and the transition to
renewables, including programs to
retrain workers displaced by the
transition off fossil fuels?
You may elaborate on your position
here:

I support all funding programs that is able to assist for a healthy life
changing, inside outside our homes, to keep people safe in ways
providing help too our U.S.A Citizens, ,breathe cleaner, clear fresher
air, too cook and clean also dine in or out, and swimming out doors, at
recreational parks, hotels, just to name a few things, that the climate
change will impact in good ways to, also be able to accomplish if done
professionally' of course! and creative safely..

Do you support the decommissioning of
the Line 5 oil pipeline in the Straits of
Mackinac?

No

Do you oppose the building of a Line 5
oil tunnel under the Great Lakes
bottomlands?
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You may elaborate on your position
here:

All I'm going to say is, think long and hard about the supporting of
anything that is old as 67 years + of pipeline anywhere, that is moving
products, of any kind regardless of the strength!, and the constant of
passing, something through as if it was decade old of pipeline that'
would be big difference. 'However we are Michiganders we want each
resident of Michigan too remain safe and healthy first! also good
intentions to create more jobs ! Under the safety net !CAUTION! that's
is also followed by the Michigan Rules and Regulations.

Do you support lifting the cap on net
metering to allow more residents and
businesses to participate?

No

Do you support returning to net
metering, and providing a fairer price
to businesses and residents for the
solar energy they generate?
You may elaborate on your position
here:

To solar interesting, and appealing, would you buy it or sell it!
regardless of the price gouging up and down first time business always
get it the hardest because of the new world of business association.
being in low income program helps the new business grow further also
helps the residents ease their mind a little with what they can afford,
and to become a customer of the solar program.

Do you support policy that requires
utilities to allow customers to build
community renewable energy projects
with fair rates?
You may elaborate on your position
here:

Solar, is very new too me and it sounds like great community builder
for savings on electricity, however' I think I can speak for everyone on
how /when to save money. I REPEAT! sometimes it is not always about
the saving money! its about the quality of the products, is it worth your
money or not! Legislative feels the same way.

Do you support policies to accelerate
the adoption of electric vehicles (EVs),
including EV infrastructure like
charging stations?

No

Do you support policies and
investments of state funds to help local
communities and schools switch to
electric transit and school buses?

Yes

Do you support policies and investing
state funding to increase non-motorized
transportation (like walking and biking)
in Michigan communities, and to
increase access to public
transportation?
You may elaborate on your position
here:

If you are investing on increasing Michigan motorized then the price
shall remains the same. citizens are or should have access to all at
very low cost! unless their on bicycling, walks to the parks, and to the
store of the choice maybe the doctors office! there is no need of
increase from everyday living for elders and people with health issues,
work related, public Transportation should not be more than
McDonald's burger and Fries.
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Have you signed the No Fossil Fuel
Money Pledge?

No

You may elaborate on your position
here:

Need more information.

LAST THING BEFORE YOU GO: Would
like to sign up to receive email from
Michigan Climate Action Network? We
will keep you updated on news about
the climate in Michigan, share actions
you can take to move the needle, and
occasional emails about events to
attend.

Yes, Please

